
 
Reef Encounter Dive Sites 
 

Reef Sites 
Reef Encounter visit spectacular Outer Great Barrier Reef locations, with access to well over 
15 dive and snorkel sites over a range of the best Outer Great Barrier Reefs. Each day Reef 
Encounter’s Captain decides which reef locations Reef Encounter visits based on the time of 
year, weather, other conditions and which reef site offers guests the best reef experience 
and comfort.  
 

 
 
Reef Encounter generally visits two reef locations every day – moving twice per day – once 
in the morning and once again in the afternoon (weather dependent). Flynn Reef is shown 
as the red marker with the remaining sites shown grouped to the north east of Cairns. 
 

 



 

Norman Reef is located 70 kilometres off the east coast of Australia on the very outer edge 
of the Great Barrier Reef along the continental shelf. Our furthest North Outer Barrier Reef 
location, Norman Reef is easily one of the most prized snorkelling and diving destinations 
out of Cairns. Norman Reef contains shallow coral gardens, walls and drop offs, swim 
throughs and caves there is even a small wreck on one of the dive sites at Norman Reef. 

The snorkelling and diving around Norman is known for its crystal-clear waters with 
incredible visibility often up to 30 metres! (100 feet). Divers and snorkelers can expect to see 
nudibranchs, reef sharks, bronze whalers, giant Maori wrasse, groupers, and a huge 
assortment of colourful tropical fish. 

 

 

Flynn Reef offers dive sites unlike any other with swim throughs, expansive coral fields, 
over hangs, wall dives and a vast collection of marine life. The hard coral is home to many 
sea creatures that you can swim with when diving this one of a kind destination in Cairns. 
Flynn Reef is home to many well-known dive sites, including Tracy’s Bommie, Tennis 
Court, Coral Gardens and Gordon’s Mooring. These sites offer excellent diving opportunities 
as there’s an abundance of marine life and thrilling hard and soft corals to explore. 

The variety of marine life you’ll swim next to at the Flynn Reef dive sites include Clownfish, 
batfish, trout, cod, fusiliers, butterfly fish and angelfish, basslets and whitetip reef shark. 



With coral gardens covering the sandy bottom of the reef, you’ll come up close to table coral, 
boulder coral heads, and plates. The vibrant hard and soft corals are a spectacular sight, 
where giant clams, fan coral and staghorn find refuge. As you dive into the water of Flynn 
Reef, you’re likely to see grey reef sharks, moray eels, octopus, lionfish, barracuda and 
nudibranchs. Mackerel and trevally also frequent the water of Flynn Reef. 

As you dive with the vast marine life and coral at the dive sites, you’re also able to explore 
swim throughs and many wall dives. When you dive even further, you’ll see turtles, reef 
crabs and painted lobsters– making it an excellent location for night dives. Even at night, you 
can seek adventure in the many small caves, crevasses and overhangs. Night diving is often 
ideal as the reef is common to become more active at night. You’ll witness a feeding ground 
for sharks and schools of barracuda. You’ll become one with the reef system as you explore 
the vibrant and various marine eco-system. 

Although Flynn Reef is one of the closest reefs to the continental shelf and the Pacific Ocean, 
it’s only 30 minutes from Cairns. At the reef, there are many dive sites suitable for beginner 
and experienced divers, and even snorkelers. No matter your diving preference, you’ll 
encounter marine animals small and larger. You’re even likely to see dolphins, sharks and 
whales! 

Flynn Reef offers ideal diving year-round; however, when visiting the reef from November to 
December, you’ll see the corals during their annual spawning– a sight that can’t be missed. 
Flynn Reef and its various dive sites are perfect for any diving enthusiast. 

 

Saxon Reef is a patch reef on the Outer Barrier Reef. It is located approximately 55km 
Northeast of Cairns.  

Boasting a wide variety of marine life, common sightings at Saxon Reef include: white-tip 
reef sharks, diagonally-banded sweetlips, barramundi cod, and dozens of species of wrasse, 
parrotfish and butterflyfish. 

The lagoon area of this reef is peppered with smaller bommies and giant boulder corals. 
The varied seascape creates a fascinating underwater world for you to explore. 



 

Hastings Reef is a Patch Reef shaped like a horseshoe. It is located about 50km Northeast of 
Cairns. This classifies it as an Outer Reef. 

The average depth is 13m on the bottom, therefore making this one of the shallower sites on 
the Outer Reef. In addition, the top of the reef (called the reef flat) sits in only 1-3m of water, 
depending on the tides. Consequently, Hastings Reef is a favourite site among snorkelers. 

The shape of the reef is a well-defined wall, which bends in and out. As a result, the natural 
shape of the wall creates ravines within the coral, which are great fun to explore. In addition, 
the cracks created by the coral provide a perfect hiding place for some of the larger reef 
species. 

The shallow reef flat means you can get closer to the fish! As you snorkel along with the reef 
flat right under you, you’ll be able to see the smaller reef species darting in and out of the 
coral. In addition to this, the reef wall is steep, which creates a drop off. This means you are 
more likely to see larger predatory species such as mackerel, trevally and reef sharks. 

 

Breaking Patches is a shallow patch of reef just west of Michaelmas Cay. It is located about 
42km Northeast of Cairns. 

This beautiful coral garden sits in less than 14m of water. It is therefore a great location for 
duck diving. The shallow nature of the Breaking Patches means it is the perfect habitat for 



soft corals. You will see plenty of these fleshy corals swaying with the motion of the ocean as 
you snorkel.  Be on the lookout for spaghetti coral, elephant ear coral and leather mushroom 
corals. 

There are plenty of hard corals at Breaking Patches as well. One of the most common corals 
you will see is the giant boulder coral. These corals are a favourite of some of them spot 
Christmas tree worms. A favourite amongst underwater photographers, these little 
invertebrates have Christmas tree-shaped arms that they use to catch food passing by in the 
water column. 

There are also plenty of sandy patches along the bottom, which are a great place to look for 
sleeping reef sharks and little lagoon rays. 

There are walls, gullies, small caves, overhangs and swim-throughs that can be found in the 
area. 

 

Jorgensen Patch has a sandy bottom where you will find sea cucumbers and blue spotted 
rays and giant clams. You can also observe whitetip reef sharks, schools of damsels and 
fusiliers. 

 


